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Important Information

• Any prices or quotations contained herein are indicative only and this presentation does not constitute an offer or recommendation 
to buy or sell any UBS Instalments at any given price.

• UBS Instalments are not suitable for all investors, and there are risks associated with trading in these instruments.  
Investors should read the Product Disclosure Statement (“PDS”) issued by UBS AG Australia Branch in full including 
the Risks Section before deciding whether to invest.

• This material has no regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific 
recipient.  Investors are strongly advised to seek independent legal, financial and taxation advice from their advisers 
before investing in UBS Instalments.  UBS is unable to give financial product advice (or any other type of advice) to 
investors.

• Neither UBS, its directors, employees nor agents accept any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part 
of these materials.  This material is distributed in Australia by: UBS  AG Australia branch and UBS Securities Australia Ltd (ABN 
62 008 586 481, license no. 231098).

• This material is strictly for specified recipients only and may not be reproduced, distributed or forwarded in any manner 
without the permission of UBS.

© 2007 UBS.  All rights reserved. UBS specifically prohibits the redistribution of this material and accepts no liability whatsoever 
for the actions of third parties in this respect.
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Agenda

♦ What gives rise to a “perfect storm”?

♦ What are UBS Self Funding Instalments (“SFIs”)?

♦ Comparing SFI structures

♦ Why invest in UBS SFI’s?

♦ SFI Strategies & Case Studies

♦ Questions
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What gives rise to a “perfect storm”?

♦ 1. The new SIS legislation approving investment by super funds in 
Instalment warrants

♦ 2. Introduction of limits on future contribution to super

♦ 3. Large cash holdings in SMSF’s due to recent inflows

♦ 4. Recent tax legislation providing certainty in calculating deductibility 
of interest payments

“The perfect storm refers to the simultaneous occurrence of events 
which, if taken individually, would be far less powerful than the 
result of their chance combination”
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What are UBS SFIs?

♦ Buy exposure to listed shares in two payments (funded by loan)

♦ Only pay around HALF the price today, and benefit from underlying 
capital growth plus ALL dividends and franking credits* 

♦ No margin calls: reduces gearing risks 

♦ Optional final payment in 7 years – limited recourse loan

♦ Buy and sell on the ASX like ordinary shares

♦ Available for investment by SMSF’s

* provided investors supply TFN or ABN (or exemption).

Benefits of owning an underlying fully paid ordinary share for a
portion of the upfront cost.
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What are UBS SFIs?

♦ “Self funding” concept:
— Dividends applied to reduce the Loan balance
— Interest charge is added to the Loan balance (i.e. 12 months capitalised

interest added each June)

♦ Cash flow neutral - nothing to pay during term of SFI*

♦ Loan reduces over the life of the SFI if dividends exceed interest 

♦ Cost of the protected loan is spread over the life of the SFI

♦ Optimised interest expense

* provided investors supply TFN or ABN (or exemption).

“Self Funding” in nature
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What happens during the term of UBS SFIs?
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What are UBS SFIs?

Loan Amount

Dividend Paid

Interest Amount

Time (years)

Loan Amount ($)

1 2 3 40

UBS SFI Indicative Life Cycle

5 6 7
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What happens at Maturity?

♦ Pay Completion Amount:
— Receive underlying shares

♦ Rollover Application:
— Complete Rollover Application and roll from expiring series to a new 

series.
— May either; receive a cashback amount, pay a Rollover Amount or pay 

nothing.

♦ Sell On-market:
— Immediately before maturity sell UBS SFI on ASX.

♦ Do Nothing:
— If Completion Payment greater than underlying share price then nothing 

happens
— If Completion Payment less than underlying share price then receive 

Assessed Value Payment (VWAP less Completion Payment).

In 7  years, investors can:
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Comparing SFI Structures

♦ Assume on Day 1
— Interest = 9% pa
— Protection = 7% until maturity
— Term to Maturity = 7 years

Cost of protected loan spread over term of investment to 
optimise deductibility
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Comparing SFI Structures

Cost of protected loan spread over term of investment to 
optimise deductibility

Traditional Interest upfront Protection spread 
over term

RBA rate 
13.35%

7% added to 
cost base

Interest 
deductible 

only

10% fully 
deductible 
each year

2.65% 
added to 
cost base

Year 1: 
Interest and 
protection 

deductible up 
to RBA rate

UBS 
Structure

Ongoing 
deductions

Ongoing 
deductions

Ongoing 
deductions

Yrs 1-7

Yr 2-7

Yrs 2-7
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Why Invest in UBS SFIs?

♦ Enhanced capital growth through leveraged exposure 

♦ Tax Efficient* - optimised interest deductibility and franking credits

♦ Cost of protected loan spread over term of investment

♦ No margin calls 

♦ No ongoing cash payments # 

♦ ASX listed for daily liquidity

♦ Moderate gearing (approx 40% - 60%)

♦ Eligible for use within SMSFs

♦ Low administration: No credit checks, set and forget

* Subject to dividend franking entitlement rules and interest deductibility rules
# Subject to provision of TFN, ABN or exemption.
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Strategies for UBS SFIs

Simple Leverage Strategies

Diversification Strategies using 
Cash Extraction (Individuals)

Accelerating Tax Efficiencies in Self 
Managed Super Funds
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Case Study 1 – Simple Leverage

♦ Opportunity
— Jerry has $50,000 available to invest
— Looking to build a diversified share portfolio
— Has limited cashflow
— Understands the benefits of leverage however would prefer not to be 

exposed to the potential of margin calls

♦ Solution
— Buy UBS SFI’s over a selection of ASX listed shares

Leverage can make your share exposure work harder in a 
portfolio
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Case Study 1 – Simple Leverage

Leverage can make your share exposure work harder in a portfolio

$92,307$50,000Total Amount

$17,506$10,000Woolworths

$19,004$10,000QBE Insurance

$18,072$10,000Fairfax

$18,853$10,000ANZ Bank

$18,872$10,000Westpac 

Market ExposureAmount InvestedASX Company 

As at 17 October 2007 (intraday)
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Case Study 1 – Simple Leverage  

♦ Outcome
— Jerry has provided initial capital of $50,000 for $92,307 of market 

exposure
— Jerry will receive the entitlement to dividends and franking credits of total 

leverage expsoure
— The initial payment includes interest a funding costs until June 2008
— Interest costs will be capitalised on to the loan balance each June
— Jerry will be entitled to interest deductions against assessable income, up 

to the RBA unsecured lending rate of 13.35%pa*

Leverage can make your share exposure work harder in a 
portfolio
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♦ Opportunity
— John and Amanda established a SMSF with $200,000
— Looking to retire within 10 years
— Expect to contribute $50,000 pa for at least five years, creating an annual 

contributions tax liability of $7,500
— Would like to invest in direct shares with a moderate level of gearing
— Like the idea of using excess franking credits to help manage their tax 

liabilities 

♦ Solution 
— Accelerate the Funds growth potential and enhance the power of franking 

credits by investing $200,000 into UBS SFI’s
— Simple example comparing CBA and CBASSA

Case Study 2 – Tax Efficiencies in SMSFs
SFIs can help manage contributions tax within your Self 
Managed Super Fund
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Case Study 2 – Tax Efficiencies in SMSFs
SFIs can help manage contributions tax within your Self Managed 
Super Fund

$7,506$2,190Excess Franking Credits

$50,040$10,220Tax Shelter

$8,227$4,380Franking credits

$200,000$200,000Amount Invested

$22,614-Interest deductions (under 
UBS Structure)

$19,196$10,220Forecast dividends 
($2.92/share)

6,5743,500No of shares 

$30.42$57.14Price

CBA SFI’s
(CBASSA)

CBA shares

Example based on UBS Research forecast dividends, annualised figures and assumed interest rate of 
9%pa 
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Case Study 2 – Tax Efficiencies in SMSF’s

♦ Outcome
— John and Amanda can reduce their contributions tax liability of $7,500 to 

zero on a $50,000 contribution assuming they benefit from all dividends 
paid throughout the year

— Excess franking credits refunded to SMSF
— Interest deductions on loan component will provide further deductions
— May also benefit from potential capital growth from underlying share price
— Focus on high yielding, fully franked shares to accelerate the benefits of 

this strategy

SFIs can help manage contributions tax within your Self Managed 
Super Fund
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♦ If you wish to release cash* from an existing holding of Shares, you 
can convert your Shares into UBS SFIs.

♦ The amount of cash per Share that can be extracted is the difference 
between the market price of the Share and the market price of the UBS 
SFI at that time.

♦ Your exposure to your existing shares will be maintained, while “freeing 
up” cash for other investments.

Should not constitute a disposal for CGT purposes

*Not apermitted strategy for superannuation funds

SFIs allow investors to maintain an economic investment in shares and 
DIVERSIFY their portfolio by investing the cash released

Case Study 3 – Diversification (“Cash Extraction”)
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Case Study 3 – Diversification (“Cash Extraction”)

♦ Opportunity
— Julie acquired 3,000 QBE shares five years ago
— QBE now forms a large part of her investment portfolio
— Julie wishes to monetise part of her position to aid in portfolio 

diversification
— Julie wants to retain exposure to QBE as she believes there is still upside 

in the share price
— Julie wants to avoid disposing of shares and crystallizing a tax event

♦ Solution
— Roll QBE Shares into QBESSA $19.50 SFI

SFIs allow investors to maintain an economic investment in shares and 
DIVERSIFY their portfolio by investing the cash released
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Case Study 3 – Diversification (“Cash Extraction”)
SFIs allow investors to maintain an economic investment in shares and 
DIVERSIFY their portfolio by investing the cash released

$46,830.00Cash extracted

$15.61Cash Back Amount per Share

3,000Number of Shares Converted 

$17.28QBE SFI Price (QBESSA)

$32.89QBE Share Price

Converting into 
QBESSA 

Assumes SFI price on 17 October 2007
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Case Study 3 – Diversification (“Cash Extraction”)

♦ Outcome
— Julie now owns 3,000 QBESSA, allowing her to maintain her existing 

exposure to the potential growth and dividends 
— Julie has unlocked $46,830 to use for other investments and locked in a 

portion of the profit
— No ongoing cash or interest payments
— Flexibility to rollover, sell, or payout loan anytime over 7 years

♦ NO CGT has been triggered on the QBE shares

SFIs allow investors to maintain an economic investment in shares and 
DIVERSIFY their portfolio by investing the cash released
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Things to consider before investing

♦ Discuss with your financial adviser

♦ Normal Equity Market Risks:
— Sustainability of company dividends
— Share Price Volatility

♦ Borrowing Risk:
— Increase in potential gains & losses (depending upon market 

performance)
— Interest rate fluctuations (fixed annually)

♦ Borrowing Risks Mitigated by:
— Limited Recourse loan
— No Margin calls

Risks
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Summary

♦ Simple:
— Set and forget: no cash payments during life of the investment
— No margin calls

♦ Flexible:
— Available over 34 ASX Listed shares
— Liquid: easy to buy and sell

♦ Innovative:
— New tax efficient structure
— Eligible for SMSF’s

UBS SFIs are:
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Next Steps

♦ Contact your adviser

♦ Visit UBS Website www.ubs.com/instalments

♦ Obtain a Copy of the PDS and complete application form  
— Cash Application (new investor)
— Shareholder Application (cash extraction and diversification)*
— Rollover Application (maintain leveraged exposure)

♦ Purchase on ASX through a broker.

How To Purchase UBS SFIs

* Shareholder applications are not suitable for Super Funds.
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UBS AG – Global and Local Expertise

Global:

♦ Leading investment bank (global leader in equities, fixed income and risk 
management)

♦ Leading global asset manager (over USD 580 billion in assets)

♦ Largest global wealth manager (managing USD 1.2 trillion)

Local:

♦ No.1 Equities Market Share on ASX for the last 2 yrs

♦ Equity Derivatives House of the year 2006 - Asia Risk Magazine

♦ No.1 Australian Overall Research House 2007 BRW East Coles Survey

♦ No.1 Australian Derivatives 2007 BRW East Coles Survey
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The Structured Investment Products Team 

Melanie Phillips

(02) 9324 2687

Melanie.Phillips@ubs.com

Chelsea Wise
(02) 8121 5748

Chelsea.Wise@ubs.com

UBS AG, Australia Branch
ABN 47 088 129 613,  AFS Licence 231087

Level 16
Chifley Tower
2 Chifley Square
Sydney NSW 2000 

Investor Enquiry Line: 1800 633 100

Website: www.ubs.com/equitysolutions

Alon Mizrachi
(02) 9324 2777

Alon.Mizrachi@ubs.com

James Waterworth

(02) 9324 3368

James.Waterworth@ubs.com

Edward Burns
(02) 9324 3367

Edward.Burns@ubs.com

Amy Barron
(02) 8121 5765

Amy.Barron@ubs.com
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Important Information
• This material has been prepared by UBS AG Australia branch (ABN: 47 088129613, license no. 231087) or an affiliate thereof ("UBS").  

This material is a sales and trading communication and should not be viewed as research.  Opinions expressed herein are 
subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions or recommendations of UBS investment research or the 
opinions expressed by other business areas or groups of UBS as a result of using different assumptions and criteria. UBS is under no 
obligation to update or keep this information contained herein current. Any prices or quotations contained herein are indicative only and 
do not constitute an offer to buy or sell any securities at any given price. No representation or warranty, either express or implied, is 
provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness, reliability or appropriateness of the information, methodology and any derived price 
contained within this material. The securities and related financial instruments described herein may not be eligible for sale in all 
jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors.  UBS, its directors, officers and employees or clients may have or have had interests or 
long or short positions in the securities or related financial instruments referred to herein, and may at any time make purchases and/or 
sales in them as principal or agent. UBS may also act as market maker in the securities or related financial instruments discussed 
herein.  UBS may provide investment banking and other services to and/or serve as directors of the companies referred to in this
material.  

• Options, derivative products and futures are not suitable for all investors, and trading in these instruments is considered risky. Past 
performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or 
income of any security or related instrument mentioned in this material. 

• Warrants are offered pursuant to a product disclosure statement (“PDS”) for each series that investors should read in its entirety. Any 
decision to invest should be based upon the information contained within the relevant PDS. Subscription for warrants will be made only 
on receipt of a form of application referred to in and attached to the relevant PDS. A copy of the PDS may be obtained by contacting 
your local sales representative.  

• This material has no regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific 
recipient. Neither UBS, its directors, employees nor agents accept any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any 
part of these materials.  This material is distributed in the following jurisdictions by: Australia: UBS  AG Australia branch and UBS 
Securities Australia Ltd (ABN 62 008 586 481, license no. 231098). New Zealand: UBS New Zealand Ltd.  For additional information 
or trade execution please contact your local sales or trading contact.

• This material is strictly for specified recipients only and may not be reproduced, distributed or forwarded in any manner 
without the permission of UBS. UBS strongly recommends that potential warrant investors seek independent financial, 
taxation and legal advice prior to investing in warrants .  

© 2007 UBS.  All rights reserved. UBS specifically prohibits the redistribution of this material and accepts no liability whatsoever for the 
actions of third parties in this respect.


